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Abstract

Abstractive summarization systems aim to
write concise summaries capturing the most
essential information of the input document in
their own words. One of the ways to achieve
this is to gather and combine multiple pieces
of information from the source document, a
process we call aggregation. Despite its im-
portance, the extent to which both reference
summaries in benchmark datasets and system-
generated summaries require aggregation is
yet unknown. In this work, we propose AG-
GSHAP, a measure of the degree of aggre-
gation in a summary sentence. We show that
AGGSHAP distinguishes multi-sentence aggre-
gation from single-sentence extraction or para-
phrasing through automatic and human evalu-
ations. We find that few reference or model-
generated summary sentences have a high de-
gree of aggregation measured by the proposed
metric. We also demonstrate negative corre-
lations between AGGSHAP and other qual-
ity scores of system summaries. These find-
ings suggest the need to develop new tasks and
datasets to encourage multi-sentence aggrega-
tion in summarization.

1 Introduction

Abstractive summarization aims to gather impor-
tant information from some source text and to syn-
thesize this information into a brief, informative,
and factually correct summary. Summary-worthy
information on a topic can be located in multiple
parts of the document or even in different docu-
ments in the multi-document summarization case.
They may appear in multiple sentences with either
overlapping content or complementary information
that is related in discourse. Therefore, aggregation,
the process of combining multiple related pieces of
information, is necessary to generate more useful
and concise abstractive summaries.

∗Work done at Mila/McGill University

Multi-sentence aggregation or fusion has been
studied as a way to perform abstractive summa-
rization (Barzilay and McKeown, 2005; Thadani
and McKeown, 2013; Brook Weiss et al., 2022).
A good summary can be written by fusing a set
of salient sentences on the same topic. There-
fore, the capability of aggregating information is
extremely important in many summarization set-
tings, such as long document summarization, multi-
document summarization and timeline summariza-
tion. Moreover, from the theoretical perspective,
multi-sentence aggregation motivates future stud-
ies of more fine-grained semantic operations (e.g.
modelling contradictions and synthesizing com-
mon information across texts).

Previous studies compute proxies of abstractive-
ness that are closely related to the aggregation of
a summary. They quantify how a summary uses
words and phrases that are not found in the doc-
ument, such as the percentage of novel n-grams
as one of the ways to achieve highly condensed
and abstractive summaries. Note that higher ab-
stractiveness can be achieved by a broader set of
rewriting operations (e.g. paraphrasing, sentence
fusion, synthesizing and external knowledge). In
this paper, we are particularly interested in measur-
ing summary sentences formed by multi-sentence
aggregation.

As an illustration of the difference between ag-
gregation and abstractiveness, all three summary
sentences in Table 1 contain a similar percentage of
novel uni-, bi- and tri-grams, but they are formed
by using different types of rewriting techniques.
Novel n-grams are not able to distinguish instances
that require information from multiple sentences,
or that require external knowledge to infer the sum-
mary sentence, from those only formed by single-
sentence compression and paraphrasing.

Another reason that aggregation is under-
explored is that some popular summarization
benchmark datasets are nearly extractive. As a
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Rewriting
Type Source Document Summary Sentence

Novel [uni-, bi- tri-]grams
AGGSHAP
[LM, ROUGE]

Paraphrase (1) (CNN)Recently, a New York judge issued an opinion authorizing service of
divorce papers on a husband completely via Facebook.

A court allowed a wife to serve divorce
papers via Facebook .
[0.25, 0.72, 0.9]

[0.449, 0.651]

Multi-sentence
Fusion

(1) ( CNN ) Five years ago , Rebecca Francis posed for a photo while lying next
to a dead giraffe .

(2) The trouble started Monday , when comedian Ricky Gervais tweeted the photo
with a question .

Rebecca Francis’ photo with a
giraffe was shared by Ricky Ger-
vais.
[0.153, 0.666, 0.909]

[0.823, 0.856]

External
Knowledge

(1)The Masters 2015 is almost here.

(2) To help get you in the mood for the first major of the year, [golfers’ names]
give the lowdown on every hole at the world-famous Augusta National Golf Club.

(3) Click on the graphic below to get a closer look at what the biggest names in
the game will face when they tee off on Thursday.

The 79th Masters Tournament
gets underway at Augusta Na-
tional on Thursday .
[0.33,0.72,0.93]

[0.951, 0.896]

Table 1: Examples from CNN/DM test set show summary sentences formed by diverse types of rewriting techniques
with a similar level of novel n-grams. The source sentences are highlighted based on the magnitude of their Shapley
values from AGGSHAP-LM. We use three shades to indicate the relative contributions of the individual source
sentence, namely [40%, 100%] , [20%, 40%) and [0, 20%) .

result, systems are not rewarded for performing
aggregation. For example, Lebanoff et al. (2019b)
show that only 30% of the summary sentences in
the CNN/DM (Nallapati et al., 2016) are gener-
ated by fusing two or more sentences. Only rela-
tively recently have datasets been proposed which
are less extractive in terms of novel n-grams (Her-
mann et al., 2015; Narayan et al., 2018; Grusky
et al., 2018; Koupaee and Wang, 2018; Fabbri
et al., 2019). Some specifically encourage multi-
sentence aggregation with summary-worthy con-
tent evenly distributed in the source (Sharma et al.,
2019b). These datasets are designed to encour-
age systems to learn information aggregation in
dispersed source document sentences, but automat-
ically measuring this property is not yet available.

In this work, we propose a novel measure of ag-
gregation AGGSHAP by computing a measure of
many-to-one dependency between source and sum-
mary sentences. Specifically, we focus on multi-
sentence aggregation where supporting information
is present in the source document. Our measure
uses the Shapley value (Shapley, 1953) from co-
operative game theory by treating the coverage of
information in a summary sentence as a coalition
game played by source sentences. We compute
the contribution of each source sentence using the
Shapley value. Finally, the degree of aggregation
of a summary sentence is characterized by the dis-
persion of their contributions. This measure helps
us quantify intuitions about summarization datasets
and the types of semantic operations that we can
hope to train systems to perform using them. It
also allows us to examine the phenomenon of ag-
gregation in existing abstractive summarizers.

We validate the proposed AGGSHAP by using
it to distinguish between sentences that require fus-

ing information from multiple sentences and sen-
tences that do not. More importantly, we show that
AGGSHAP has a stronger correlation with direct
human ratings of aggregation than other abstrac-
tiveness measures such as novel n-grams. Next,
we apply our measure to examine the need for ag-
gregation in existing summarization datasets and
in the output of recent neural abstractive summa-
rization models trained on these datasets. Finally,
we demonstrate a negative correlation between the
degree of aggregation and existing summary qual-
ity measures. This suggests that multi-sentence
aggregation remains largely beyond the capability
of current abstractive summarizers.

2 Related Work

2.1 Aggregation in Text Summarization
Aggregation, broadly defined, has long been a re-
search area in NLG (Reape and Mellish, 1999;
Dalianis and Hovy, 1996; Di Eugenio et al., 2005).
In summarization, Jing and McKeown (1999)
showed some human-written summary sentences
are formed by aggregating information from multi-
ple text spans through manual inspection. Sentence
fusion is one of the most studied aggregation behav-
iors in the literature (Barzilay and McKeown, 2005;
Elsner and Santhanam, 2011; Cheung and Penn,
2014; Yuan et al., 2021; Brook Weiss et al., 2022).
Lebanoff et al. (2019a, 2020) studied sentence fu-
sion by leveraging the syntactic cues. Much work
in sentence fusion literature focuses on the syntac-
tic dependency between similar sentences without
understanding the semantic dependency between
disparate sentences. As a step towards understand-
ing semantic abstraction, Jumel et al. (2020) intro-
duced a task of generalization and semantic aggre-
gations of entities which is useful for performing
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higher-level aggregation across sentences. Ernst
et al. (2021) proposed a task of aligning summary
sentences and document sentences in summariza-
tion, where aligned document sentences can be
viewed as the source of aggregation.

Humans write summaries at different levels of
granularity using aggregation operations beyond
sentence fusion. For example, in the news do-
main (Hermann et al., 2015; Grusky et al., 2018),
summaries are usually formed by copying and are
affected by strong layout biases (Grenander et al.,
2019). On the other hand, salient content may
be distributed evenly throughout the text in scien-
tific documents (Sharma et al., 2019b). Datasets
for summarizing dialog (Chen et al., 2021), fic-
tion (Kryściński et al., 2021) and meetings (Liu
and Liu, 2013) show varying types of aggregation
and amount of reused text (Song et al., 2020).

2.2 Measuring Aggregation

Previous work reported the percentage of novel
n-grams or the notion of Coverage (Grusky et al.,
2018) as a proxy for abstractiveness. These met-
rics have been adopted in other areas such as dia-
log (Dziri et al., 2022) to inspect the qualities and
characteristics of datasets. Despite being conve-
nient, these measures do not enable fine-grained
analyses of multi-sentence aggregation.

Cheung and Penn (2013) proposed a quantitative
measure of the degree of sentence aggregation at
the shallow semantic level of caseframes. How-
ever, their method only accounts for limited types
of aggregation and cannot be used to analyze ag-
gregation in sentences with substantial rewriting.
Wolhandler et al. (2022) proposed a metric to mea-
sure how information in a summary is dispersed in
source documents in the multi-document summa-
rization setting. They found that most summaries in
certain datasets can be generated using information
from only one source document.

The aggregation metric proposed in this work
is inspired by the Shapley value, which is used to
measure the contributions of individual players in
a cooperative game (Shapley, 1953). Shapley val-
ues have been applied to settings such as feature
attribution (Lundberg and Lee, 2017; Dhamdhere
et al., 2019) and explaining training data contribu-
tion (Parvez and Chang, 2021).

3 Method

In this section, we propose AGGSHAP, an auto-
matic metric to quantify the degree of aggregation
of a summary sentence using the Shapley value.
Shapley value is a concept from cooperative game
theory used to determine the contributions of indi-
vidual players to the outcome of a coalition game.
We consider how much information in a summary
sentence is covered as a coalition game in which
source sentences are players. The Shapley value
of a source sentence can be interpreted as its con-
tribution to covering information in the summary
sentence. The AGGSHAP score of a summary sen-
tence captures the dispersion of source sentences’
Shapley values. The degree of aggregation of a
multi-sentence summary is the mean AGGSHAP
scores of summary sentences.

3.1 Shapley Value Formulation
Let D = {d1, ..., d|D|} denote a source document
with |D| source sentences and S = {s1, ..., s|S|}
denote a corresponding summary with |S| sum-
mary sentences.

We formulate the contribution of a source sen-
tence di to a summary sentence s using the Shapley
value. We first define a score function v(s, C) that
maps a subset of source sentences C ⊆ D and
a summary sentence s to a real value. This rep-
resents how much information in a summary sen-
tence is covered by the subset of source sentences.
We will specify different possible instantiations
of the score function v(s, C) in Section 3.2 using
ROUGE scores or probabilities from a conditional
language model.

The Shapley value of source sentence di with
respect to the summary sentence s is defined as

ϕi(v(s, ·)) =
∑

C⊂D\{i}

|C|!(|D| − |C| − 1)!

|D|! [v(s, C ∪ {i})− v(s, C)]

(1)
where 1

|D|! is a normalization factor equal to the
number of all permutations formed by |D| source
sentences. Given a source sentence subset C,
|C|!(|D| − |C| − 1)! is the number of orders in
which sentences in C appear before di and sen-
tences in D \ (C ∪ {i}) can appear after di. We
multiply the marginal gain of di entering into C by
this factor because the marginal gains are the same
for all such orders. We present a working example
in the Appendix.

The time complexity for computing exact Shap-
ley values is exponential in the number of source
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sentences. Therefore, we use a Monte-Carlo
method to sample subsets of source sentences and
get an unbiased estimator of ϕ̃i(v(s, ·))

Measure Aggregation as Information Dispersion
We define the final AGGSHAP score based on the
dispersion of source sentences’ Shapley values. We
choose the coefficient of variation1 (CV(s) :=
σ(ϕi(v(·))
µ(ϕi(v(·))) ) as the dispersion metric as it is scale-
invariant. Next, we normalize the CV such that
AGGSHAP ∈ [0, 1].2

AGGSHAP(s) := − CV(s)√
k − 1

+ 1 ∈ [0, 1] (2)

The AGGSHAP of a summary sentence is max-
imized when only one of the source sentences
has a non-negative Shapley value. Conversely,
AGGSHAP is minimized when source sentences’
Shapley values are at the same level (i.e. variance
is close to 0).

3.2 Score Function Instantiations

We experimented with two methods of specifying
v(s, C), one based on lexical overlaps and another
based on language model probabilities.

Measuring support using lexical overlap. Lex-
ical overlap between a source and a summary
sentence is one way to measure the informa-
tion of s covered by a subset of source sen-
tences C: vROUGE(s, C) = avg(ROUGE1(s, C) +
ROUGE2(s, C) + ROUGEL(s, C)). We use
ROUGE recall scores in these calculations. One
potential issue with lexical overlap is that it is a
crude proxy of semantic relatedness, and does not
account for issues such as paraphrasing.

Measuring support using LM predictions.
Given a sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) condi-
tional text generation model, M, parametrized by
θM, the probability of a target sequence of n to-
kens s = (s1, ..., sn) conditioning on the source
text with m tokens d = (d1, ..., dm) reflects how
likely the target sequence s is to be generated. The
log-likelihood of the target sequence is:

L(s|d; θM) =

n∑

i=1

log p(si|s<i, d; θM) (3)

1σ and µ are standard deviation and mean. The coefficient
of variation goes to infinity when the mean is close to zero. To
avoid this, we take ϕi(v(·) = max(ϕi(v(·)), 0).

2Proof in the Appendix.

We use the normalized log probability of the sum-
mary sentence as the value function:

vLM(s, C) =
1

n
L(s|d; θM) (4)

vLM(∅, s) is the (unconditional) score from a lan-
guage model with no input document.

We call the two versions of the metric AG-
GSHAP-ROUGE and AGGSHAP-LM, respec-
tively.

4 Evaluations of AGGSHAP

We validate the effectiveness of AGGSHAP
through two experiments. First, we show fusional
sentences can be distinguished from extractive
ones. Next, we compute correlations between AG-
GSHAP or word overlap metrics on the one hand
and direct assessment of aggregation on the other.

4.1 Validating AGGSHAP in Sentence Fusion

In this section, we will show that AGGSHAP ef-
fectively distinguishes instances that are a fusion
of a pair of source sentences from sentences that
do not require aggregation. Our assumption is that
fusional instances require a higher level of aggre-
gation and thus should be ranked higher in terms
of a measure of aggregation compared to extractive
instances.

Dataset. The POC (Points of Correspondence)
dataset introduced by Lebanoff et al. (2019a) con-
sists of 1,599 summary sentences and their sup-
porting source sentence pairs from the validation
and test set of the CNN/DM. The data points are
deemed fusional by human annotators. The fu-
sional instances are constructed as follows: first,
the two source sentences most similar to the sum-
mary sentence based on ROUGE are selected as
candidate sentences. Next, human annotators judge
if the summary sentence is the fusion of these two
sentences. Additionally, we extract 1,599 highly
extractive summary sentences that are unlikely to
require aggregation from the CNN/DM test set.
These sentences are those that have at least 90%
trigram overlap with a source sentence. We call
this CNN/DM-EXTRACTIVE.

AGGSHAP Implementation. For all experi-
ments and analyses in this work, we take the 30
most similar source sentences, based on ROUGE-
1 F-score, to the summary sentence as the source
document. We use NLTK for sentence tokenization
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Figure 1: AGGSHAP score distributions of CNN/DM
extractive and PoC fusional instances using the two
variants. Gaussian kernel density estimators are fitted
for each group. Mean AGGSHAP scores are annotated.

unless they are provided in the dataset. We use
PEGASUS (Zhang et al., 2019)3, a state-of-the-art
encoder-decoder model for abstractive summariza-
tion, for computing AGGSHAP-LM. We sample 15
subsets of source sentences to compute the source
sentence’s Shapley value. For this particular experi-
ment, we use PEGASUS fine-tuned on CNN/DM.4

Results. Figure 1 shows the distributions of AG-
GSHAP of fusional and extractive sentences mea-
sured by AGGSHAP-ROUGE and AGGSHAP-
LM. Extractive instances and fusional instances
have mean AGGSHAP-LM 0.519 and 0.678, re-
spectively and mean AGGSHAP-ROUGE 0.515
and 0.696. The two groups are statistically sig-
nificantly different with p < 0.05 according to the
Student’s t-test. AGGSHAP are effective automatic
metrics capturing the difference between sentence
fusion and single sentence extraction.

It is expected that novel n-grams can also sepa-
rate the two groups of sentences because they are
used as selection criteria for the dataset curation.
Therefore they have an unfair advantage in this
dataset in particular. As a strong baseline, the novel
bigrams are 0.143 for fusional instances and 0.579
for extractive instances. Moreover, one should note
that novel n-grams only offer an overview of how
different the summary is written compared to the
document. They do not provide information about
the source of the supporting information.

AGGSHAP on the other hand allows fine-
grained analysis of the contributions from each
source sentence, which is not trivial for novel n-
grams. Since computing Shapley values of source
sentences is an intermediate step of AGGSHAP,

3google/pegasus-cnn_dailymail from hugging-
face (Wolf et al., 2020).

4In fact, AGGSHAP is flexible in the choice of similarity
measure and language model.

    White House weighing whether Obama should meet 
with Raul Castro.

[...]The President is headed to Panama for a regional summit , and Julie 
Pace of The Associated Press reports one of the big questions is whether 
he'll make history and have a face-to-face meeting with Cuban leader Raul 
Castro. [...]

[...]And so what the White House is going to be weighing is whether this 
meeting would be a way to generate more progress or whether it would be 
a premature reward for the Castros .[...]

0.330

0.194

   Experts question if packed out planes are 
putting passengers at risk.

[...]With increasing numbers of people taking to the skies, some experts are 
questioning if having such packed out planes is putting passengers at 
risk.[...]

[...]More than squabbling over the armrest, shrinking space on planes 
putting our health and safety in danger?[...]

0.691

0.06

AggSHAP-R: 0.427

(a) Multi-sentence Fusion

(b) Single-sentence Simplification
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AggSHAP-R: 0.199

Figure 2: Eamples of multi-sentence fusion and single-
sentence simplification from PoC. Document sentences
with the two highest Shapley values are shown.

we can see if the magnitude of a source sentence’s
Shapley value aligns with human judgments. That
is, whether sentences with higher Shapley values
are indeed supporting sentences. We find for 95%
(1,520/1,599) of the fusional summary sentences,
the highest Shapley value is assigned to one of
the PoC supporting source sentences. For 50%
(802/1,599) of the fusional sentences, the sen-
tences with the top-2 highest Shapley values are the
same as the pair of supporting sentences in PoC. In
Figure 2, the sentence fusion example shows that
the distribution of source sentences’ Shapley val-
ues is flatter. In contrast, the extractive case results
in a distribution with a narrow spike.

4.2 Human Evaluation of AGGSHAP

To the best of our knowledge, there is no direct
assessment of multi-sentence aggregation. In or-
der to measure how AGGSHAP aligns with human
intuition about aggregation, we compute the corre-
lations between human ratings of aggregation and
AGGSHAP.

We designed the annotation procedure to directly
quantify the degree of aggregation as the number
of source sentences which cover all information
in a summary sentence. Specifically, two of the
authors of the paper are presented with 100 in-
stances randomly sampled from the CNN/DM test
set. To avoid trivial extractive cases, we filtered out
summary sentences that have less than 0.3 novel
bi-grams. Each instance consists of a summary
sentence and the 10 most similar source sentences
sorted in the decreasing order of the percentage of
extractive bi-grams. We asked annotators to select
the source sentence if it covers information in the
summary sentence and does not cover the same
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piece of information as previously chosen source
sentences. Finally, the number of supporting source
sentences is the human rating of aggregation. We
include the detailed protocol and additional analy-
sis in the appendix.

The inter-annotator agreement measured by
Krippendorff’s alpha (Krippendorff, 2011) is 0.604.
We used bootstrapping method with bootstrap sam-
ple size of 50 to get the 95% confidence interval of
[0.431, 0.743].

We compare AGGSHAP to other metrics quanti-
fying the level of abstractiveness in summarization.
Novel n-grams is the percentage of novel words
or n-grams in a summary that is not present in the
source document. Abstractivity (Bommasani and
Cardie, 2020) derives from the notion of coverage,
a measure of extractiveness, proposed by Grusky

et al. (2018). ABS(D,S) = 1 −
∑

f∈F(D,S) |f |
|S| ,

where F(D,S) is the set of extractive fragments
in a summary extracted by greedily matching text
spans shared between D and S. |f | is the number
of tokens in extractive fragment f .

NN-2 Abs. AggSHAP-LM AggSHAP-R
0.354 0.360 0.375 0.554

Table 2: Spearman correlation of various metrics and
human ratings of aggregation. Abs. stands for abstrac-
tivity. All correlations have p-value < 1.0× 10−5.

Table 2 presents the Spearman correlation be-
tween measures of aggregation and abstractivity
and direct measure of aggregation by human an-
notators. AGGSHAP-ROUGE demonstrates the
strongest correlation with human judgment among
all measures whereas AGGSHAP-LM shows a sim-
ilar level of correlation to novel n-grams and ab-
stractivity. We speculate that the CNN/DM dataset
is more extractive, thus quantifying supporting
information with lexical overlaps in AGGSHAP-
ROUGE is more effective than that using language
model prediction.

5 Analysis

Given our automatic tool for measuring aggrega-
tion, we can use it to investigate the current state
of multi-sentence aggregation in abstractive sum-
marization. First, we study whether widely used
datasets have sufficient signals to train summariza-
tion systems to perform multi-sentence aggrega-
tion (Sec. 5.1). Next, Sec. 5.2 presents how well
summarizers that are trained or fine-tuned on one

of these datasets (CNN/DM) perform aggregation.
Finally, we are interested in whether the quality
of a summary is affected by its degree of aggrega-
tion. (Sec. 5.3)

5.1 Aggregation in Summarization Datasets

In this section, we first apply AGGSHAP to mea-
sure the degree of aggregation in datasets from
various genres. We are interested in the following
questions in frequently used datasets: Q1. What is
the level of aggregation exhibited by reference sum-
maries in abstractive summarization datasets? Q2.
Previous work reported word overlaps as intrinsic
characteristics of a dataset. What is the relation-
ship between aggregation and lexical overlaps? We
answer these questions based on observation of the
Table 3.

The implementation of AGGSHAP is described
in Sec. 4.1. We use PEGASUS (Zhang et al.,
2019) fine-tuned on corresponding datasets for AG-
GSHAP-LM.

Datasets. We conduct analysis on aggregation
in human-written summaries of six abstractive
summarization datasets. From the news do-
main, we analyze single-document summarization
datasets CNN/Dailymail (Hermann et al., 2015),
XSUM (Narayan et al., 2018), Newsroom (Grusky
et al., 2018) and a multi-document summarization
dataset Multinews (Fabbri et al., 2019). We also
report results on PubMed (Cohan et al., 2018), a
long-document dataset of scientific papers, and
WikiHow (Koupaee and Wang, 2018), a dataset
of articles describing a procedural task.

A1. Datasets examined show a different level
of aggregation as measured by AGGSHAP, but
datasets in the news domain share a similarly
low level of aggregation except XSUM, as ex-
pected. Kryscinski et al. (2020) characterize CN-
N/DM as a benchmark dataset for the field. We
show that CNN/DM has a rather low level of ag-
gregation, novel n-grams and abstractivity. Multi-
News and Newsroom display a similar level of
aggregation and percentage of novel words as CN-
N/DM. Despite being a multi-document summa-
rization dataset, we find that there is a substantial
portion of summaries that rely on extraction from
only one of the source documents in Multi-News.

The XSUM dataset has significantly higher AG-
GSHAP scores and novel n-grams compared to
other datasets. Models that are trained on this
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CNN/DM XSUM Multi-News Newsroom PubMed Wikihow PoC (Fus.) CNN/DM (Ext.)
AGGSHAP-LM 0.677 0.800 0.588 0.557 0.688 0.732 0.678 0.519
AGGSHAP-R 0.678 0.828 0.674 0.560 0.737 0.686 0.696 0.515

ABS 0.217 0.319 0.173 0.176 0.109 0.211 0.117 0.036
NN-1 0.203 0.356 0.277 0.202 0.171 0.359 0.143 0.044
NN-2 0.548 0.816 0.604 0.499 0.494 0.723 0.571 0.143
NN-3 0.738 0.956 0.764 0.615 0.696 0.908 0.802 0.254

Table 3: Top section: Mean aggregation scores in the test sets. Bottom section: Measures based on lexical overlap.
Higher Novel n-grams (NN) and Abstractivity (ABS) suggest more novel phrases are used in summaries, which
potentially indicates aggregation. Datasets that have the highest value on the measured dimension are boldfaced
and the lowest values are underlined. The right section shows statistics of the PoC dataset.

Figure 3: Pearson correlations between AGGSHAP-
ROUGE and other measures as a function of dataset’s
percentage of novel bigrams.

dataset may be more likely to perform abstrac-
tion, multi-sentence aggregation, and utilize ex-
ternal knowledge. We inspected examples from
the XSUM dataset with high AGGSHAP scores
and their source sentences’ Shapley values. We
find that contributions to the summary sentence are
shared among multiple source sentences.

A2. AGGSHAP and abstractiveness show
strong correlations in the near-extractive
datasets. The correlation between the two de-
creases in more abstractive datasets. We ob-
serve from Figure 3 that correlations between AG-
GSHAP-ROUGE and lexical overlap-based ab-
stractiveness measures and AGGSHAP-LM de-
crease for datasets that have a higher proportion of
novel bigrams. Since AGGSHAP-ROUGE has a
moderately strong Spearman correlation with hu-
man ratings of aggregation (Table 2), decreases
in correlations between AGGSHAP-ROUGE and
other measures suggest that using semantic simi-
larity measures beyond lexical overlap is necessary
for investigating higher-level aggregation in more
abstractive datasets.

We also notice that low novel n-gram does not
necessarily imply the dataset is extractive. For ex-

ample, PubMed summaries have a low proportion
of novel n-grams, but they display a similarly high
level of aggregation in terms of AGGSHAP as Wik-
ihow. We speculate that mentioning proper nouns
of studies in summaries is common in scientific
papers, which contributes to low level of novel n-
grams.

5.2 Aggregation in Current Models

We analyze the level of aggregation of summaries
generated by recent abstractive summarization
models trained or fine-tuned on the CNN/DM
dataset. Similar analysis can be conducted on other
datasets, but we focus on CNN/DM as it is one
of the most frequently used datasets by models
proposed over the years. We can then analyze
how systems improve in aggregation. The systems-
generated summaries are provided by the authors
of the model and collected by Fabbri et al. (2021)
under the MIT License. We follow the implemen-
tation details described in Section 4.1.

Table 4 shows the performance of summaries
according to ROUGE and various measures of ag-
gregation level and abstractiveness5. Overall, we
find that recent abstractive summarizers display a
lower level of aggregation and novel n-grams than
human-written summaries across the board. Some
recent models such as BART and PEGASUS use
fewer novel words on average to achieve higher
ROUGE scores compared to previous models, and
they display a wider range of AGGSHAP scores.

We manually inspected some summaries from
systems with high AGGSHAP scores. We find that
BART and PEGASUS summaries often involve
simple rewriting operations such as paraphrasing
and concatenating text spans from multiple sen-
tences, which may explain how they achieve higher
AGGSHAP scores despite a lower proportion of

5Full results in the Appendix.
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ROUGE-1/2/3/L AGGSHAP-LM AGGSHAP-R NN-1 NN-2 NN-3 ABS
Reference - 0.678 0.677 0.203 0.548 0.738 0.217
M10 - Bottom-Up 0.412 / 0.187 / 0.106 / 0.382 0.553 0.579 0.155 0.355 0.497 0.019
M11 - Improve-abs 0.399 / 0.172 / 0.093 / 0.373 0.527 0.580 0.153 0.328 0.458 0.025
M17 - T5 0.448 / 0.221 / 0.134 / 0.417 0.543 0.557 0.171 0.364 0.486 0.011
M18 - NeuralTD 0.400 / 0.176 / 0.100 / 0.372 0.520 0.540 0.173 0.369 0.497 0.018
M21 - UniLM 0.431 / 0.204 / 0.122 / 0.401 0.554 0.559 0.032 0.164 0.284 0.023
M22 - BART 0.442 / 0.213 / 0.129 / 0.410 0.555 0.554 0.022 0.125 0.225 0.015
M23 - Pegasus (huge news) 0.441 / 0.215 / 0.130 / 0.410 0.580 0.570 0.029 0.176 0.303 0.018

Table 4: Models’ ROUGE scores (partial, adapted from SummEval (Fabbri et al., 2021)) and aggregation statistics.
The highest aggregation scores and percentages of novel n-grams are bolded.

novel n-grams. Bottom-Up (M10) and Improve-
abs(M11) have aggregation scores on par with PE-
GASUS and BART. However, the quality of the
generated text is significantly lower as shown by
ROUGE. Enabling multi-sentence aggregation in
abstractive summarization is a promising open re-
search area, since there is still a large gap in aggre-
gation between system-generated summaries and
reference summaries.

5.3 Aggregation Versus Summary Quality

We are interested in whether systems can perform
aggregation as well as generate high-quality sum-
maries. Kryściński et al. (2018) reported a negative
result where novel n-grams negatively correlate
with ROUGE scores. Inspired by this, we inspect
if there is a similar trade-off between aggregation
and summaries’ quality.

We use the human annotations from Sum-
mEval (Fabbri et al., 2019) (11 abstractive mod-
els evaluated on Coherence, Factuality, Fluency
and Relevance) and NeR18 (Grusky et al., 2018)
(7 systems evaluated on Coherence, Fluency, Infor-
mativeness, Relevance). We compute system-level
correlations between AGGSHAP and human judge-
ment scores. We follow the definition of system-
level correlation in (Louis and Nenkova, 2013), as
follows: first, we compute a system-level score
of the system by averaging the scores of interest
over all instances in the dataset. Next, we compute
Kendall’s τ between the rankings of the systems.

SummEval Newsroom
COH FAC FLU REL COH FLU INF REL

NN-1 0.090 -0.310 -0.270 -0.240 -0.520 -0.520 -0.520 -0.430
NN-2 -0.050 -0.380 -0.270 -0.310 -0.900 -0.900 -0.710 -0.810
NN-3 -0.020 -0.420 -0.310 -0.350 -0.810 -0.810 -0.620 -0.710
ABS 0.050 -0.490 -0.160 -0.270 -0.330 -0.330 -0.330 -0.240

AGG-LM -0.117 -0.450 -0.243 -0.283 -0.810 -0.810 -0.619 -0.714
AGG-R -0.133 -0.467 -0.259 -0.267 -0.714 -0.714 -0.714 -0.619

Table 5: System-level Kendall’s tau correlation coef-
ficients between metrics of interest (AGGSHAP and
novel n-grams) and human judgments. AGG are the
abbreviated version of AGGSHAP.

Table 5 shows the results of these correlation
computations. Both AGGSHAP and abstractive-
ness measures have consistent negative correlations
with human ratings of quality. AGGSHAP show
moderate negative correlations in factuality and
weak negative correlations in relevance, indicat-
ing systems that attempt to aggregate are likely to
introduce factual error into the summary. Weak
correlations are shown in coherence and fluency
dimensions because neither abstractiveness metrics
nor AGGSHAP measure the inter-sentence connec-
tions of a summary.

One of the findings from SummEval is that refer-
ence summaries have lower scores than extractive
systems (e.g. lead-3) across all four dimensions.
This indicates that human judges prefer nearly ex-
tractive summaries in this dataset. Therefore, sys-
tems that are able to perform multi-sentence aggre-
gation might not be rewarded by current evaluation
schemes. To track the progress of aggregation in
summarization systems, human annotators should
directly assess the degree of aggregation.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose AGGSHAP to quantify
aggregation operations in abstractive summariza-
tion. Our metric effectively distinguishes sentences
that require multiple points of dependencies from
those that do not in a dataset containing fusional
summary sentences. Moreover, it has a stronger
correlation with human ratings of aggregation than
existing n-grams overlap measures. We use AG-
GSHAP to compare the levels of aggregation in
summarization datasets and conclude that most re-
cent summarization datasets from the news domain
contain limited instances of reference summaries
that require aggregation. We show that abstractive
summarization models rarely perform semantic ag-
gregation beyond simple concatenation of text units.
Finally, we find improvements in the dimension of
aggregation may not be rewarded by current evalu-
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ation schemes of general summarization qualities.
Future evaluations should thus focus specifically
on the issue of aggregation, ideally in a domain or
setting whether aggregation is necessary to derive
a reference summary or a useful conclusion.
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Limitations

Computation Efficiency. As noted in the method
section 3.2, computation of the Shapley value
has exponential time complexity. We ad-
dress this issue by using Monte-Carlo sam-
pling method but it is still computationally
expensive to conduct analysis of aggregation
at a large scale. For each sentence evalu-
ated, it requires (#Number of source sentences ×
#Shapley value sample) times of forward pass to
compute the estimated Shapley values of source
sentences. We only conducted analysis on the test
set of the datasets and, for example, it took 24 hours
on a single V100 GPU with 16GB of memory to
evaluate AGGSHAP-LM of CNN/DM (11490 sum-
maries with 3 sentences per summary on average).

Interpretation. In this work, we mainly focused
on analyzing how summary sentences aggregate
information that is faithful to the source document,
and we did not address cases where information
has to be drawn from external knowledge. AG-
GSHAP is not suitable for interpreting low-quality
examples as the fundamental assumption of AG-
GSHAP is to quantify the degree of aggregation
by how well the summary sentence is supported
by the source. AGGSHAP may fail to find any
supporting information from the source and con-
sider the low-quality example to have a high level
of aggregation.

Potential Risks. All scientific artifacts in this
study have been made publicly available and con-
sistent with their intended use and access condi-
tions.
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A Appendix

A.1 Human Annotation Details

We give the following instructions to the annota-
tors:

1. Read the summary sentence

2. Read the supporting sentences in the order
presented in the spreadsheet (supporting sen-
tence_0 to supporting sentence_9)

• If the supporting sentence covers the
information in the summary sentence
and this piece of information has not
been covered by previous supporting sen-
tences then highlight it.

• If two sentences are identical or very sim-
ilar in content, highlight both.

• If no single supporting sentence covers
information in the summary sentence, en-
ter missing

To evaluate the inter-annotator agreement of the
selected supporting sentence (i.e. how well anno-
tators agree on which source sentences are sup-
porting sentences), we computed the Krippendorff
alpha of annotated instances. The Krippendorff
alpha is 0.714 with a 95% confidence interval of
[0.579, 0.835] from bootstrapping with bootstrap
sample size of 100.

We manually inspected some instances where
two annotators do not agree on the number of sup-
porting sentences. We found that most ambiguities
came from judging whether two supporting sen-
tences are very similar in content or not.

A.2 Full results of Table 4

See Table 6.

A.3 Examples of Human-written Summaries

Table 7-10 shows randomly sampled reference sum-
mary sentences from the six datasets we evalu-
ated. We sampled examples that are extractive
AGGSHAP-LM < 0.45 and are of higher level of
aggregation AGGSHAP-LM > 0.7

A.4 Examples of System-generated
Summaries

Table 11 shows an example in which the refer-
ence summary contains aggregations of informa-
tion from multiple points in the source text. The
summary generated by PEGASUS (Zhang et al.,
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ROUGE-1/2/3/L AGGSHAP-LM AGGSHAP-R NN-1 NN-2 NN-3 ABS
Reference - 0.678 0.677 0.203 0.548 0.738 0.217
M8 - Pointer Generator 0.392 / 0.172 / 0.100 / 0.360 0.486 0.517 0.129 0.250 0.344 0.002
M9 - Fast-abs-rl 0.406 / 0.177 / 0.098 / 0.381 0.515 0.524 0.149 0.347 0.482 0.014
M10 - Bottom-Up 0.412 / 0.187 / 0.106 / 0.382 0.553 0.579 0.155 0.355 0.497 0.019
M11 - Improve-abs 0.399 / 0.172 / 0.093 / 0.373 0.527 0.580 0.153 0.328 0.458 0.025
M12 - Unified-ext-abs 0.404 / 0.179 / 0.104 / 0.368 0.470 0.502 0.138 0.258 0.351 0.013
M13 - ROUGESal 0.402 / 0.180 / 0.105 / 0.368 0.488 0.515 0.149 0.285 0.387 0.018
M14 - Multi-task (Ent + QG ) 0.395 / 0.176 / 0.104 / 0.363 0.492 0.520 0.141 0.275 0.373 0.015
M15 - Closed book decoder 0.398 / 0.176 / 0.103 / 0.364 0.484 0.512 0.137 0.261 0.355 0.013
M16 - SENECA 0.415 / 0.184 / 0.105 / 0.381 0.521 0.568 0.161 0.340 0.453 0.013
M17 - T5 0.448 / 0.221 / 0.134 / 0.417 0.543 0.557 0.171 0.364 0.486 0.011
M18 - NeuralTD 0.400 / 0.176 / 0.100 / 0.372 0.520 0.540 0.173 0.369 0.497 0.018
M20 - GPT-2 (supervised) 0.398 / 0.176 / 0.099 / 0.367 0.470 0.506 0.010 0.043 0.063 0.010
M21 - UniLM 0.431 / 0.204 / 0.122 / 0.401 0.554 0.559 0.032 0.164 0.284 0.023
M22 - BART 0.442 / 0.213 / 0.129 / 0.410 0.555 0.554 0.022 0.125 0.225 0.015
M23 - Pegasus (huge news) 0.441 / 0.215 / 0.130 / 0.410 0.580 0.570 0.029 0.176 0.303 0.018

Table 6: Models’ ROUGE scores (Adapted from SummEval (Fabbri et al., 2021)) and aggregation statistics. The
highest aggregation scores and percentages of novel N-grams are bolded. We remove M19 BertSum-abs from the
analysis as no punctuation at the end of sentences resulting in misleadingly high aggregation scores.

Aggregation Candidate Summary [Agg-LM, Agg-ROUGE]
Example 1:
(1) Investigators found that a number of flavors were labeled ’healthy’ -
brimming with fiber, protein and antioxidants, while being low in fat and
sodium.

FDA Investigators found that a number of fla-
vors were labeled ’healthy’ - brimming with
fiber and antioxidants, while being low in fat
and sodium . [0.431, 0.414]

Example 2:
(1) ’( CNN ) Five years ago , Rebecca Francis posed for a photo while lying
next to a dead giraffe .
(2) The trouble started Monday , when comedian Ricky Gervais tweeted the
photo with a question .

Rebecca Francis ’ photo with a giraffe was
shared by Ricky Gervais . [0.759, 0.801]

Table 7: CNN/DM extractive (Top) and higher-level aggregation (Bottom)

2019) contains aggregations from three source sen-
tences, as does the human summary, while the sum-
mary generated by improve-abs (Kryściński et al.,
2018) is produced by compressing a single sen-
tence.

A.5 Abstractive Models in Section 5.2

Here we cite the list of abstractive summariza-
tion models we evaluated for aggregation. We
evaluated the summaries generated by the fol-
lowing systems: (M8) Pointer Generator (See
et al., 2017), (M9) Fast-abs-rl (Chen and Bansal,
2018), (M10) Bottom-up (Gehrmann et al., 2018),
(M11) Improve-abs (Kryściński et al., 2018), (M12)
Unified-ext-abs (Hsu et al., 2018), (M13) ROUGE-
Sal (Pasunuru and Bansal, 2018), (M14) Multi-
task(Ent+QG) (Guo et al., 2018), (M15) Closed
book decoder (Jiang and Bansal, 2018), (M16)
SENECA (Sharma et al., 2019a), (M17) T5 (Raf-
fel et al., 2020), (M18) NeuralTD (Böhm et al.,
2019), (M20) GPT-2 (supervised) (Ziegler et al.,
2019), (M21) UniLM (Dong et al., 2019), (M22)
BART (Lewis et al., 2020) and (M23) PEGA-

SUS (Zhang et al., 2019).
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Aggregation Candidate Summary [Agg-LM, Agg-ROUGE]
Example 1:
(1) Joseph Fox photographed the mudlarkers who comb the shore of London’s
River Thames.

All photographs taken by Joseph Fox. [0.192,
0.300]

Example 2:
(1) <n> Protesters allege Edir Frederico Da Costa, 25, was "brutally beaten"
by Met Police officers earlier this month.
(2) <n> The Independent Police Complaints Commission (IPCC) is investi-
gating the treatment of Mr Da Costa, who died six days after he was stopped
by police.
(3) <n> Mr Da Costa, known by friends as Edson, died on 21 June, six
days after being stopped in a car in Woodcocks, Beckton, in Newham, east
London.

Protesters have faced off with police in a
demonstration over the death of a man after a
traffic stop. [0.799, 0.854]

Table 8: XSUM extractive (Top) and higher-level aggregation (Bottom) instances

Aggregation Candidate Summary [Agg-LM, Agg-ROUGE]
Example 1:
(1) source sent: (PHOTOS: Scenes from Eric Cantor HQ) Asked about
his future plans, Cantor replied: “That’s probably between my wife and
me.” Addressing his colleagues earlier, Cantor’s words drove Speaker John
Boehner (R-Ohio) to tears.

"That’s probably between my wife and me,"
he said. [0.182, 0.382]

Example 2:
(1) More than 90% of the parts needed to restore a 1967 Mustang convert-
ible are available new as Ford-licensed reproduction components, allowing
enthusiasts to basically build from scratch a new Mustang of that era.
(2) To build up a Mustang using the body shell, the powertrain, suspension
and brakes, the electrical systems, the interior and trim can either be bought
new or transferred from an existing car to the new body.

Just in time for classic car buffs’ Christmas,
Ford has added a brand-new shell for the ’67
Mustang convertible to its Ford Restoration
Parts line, giving enthusiasts a chance to build
their own from scratch, the Los Angeles Times
reports. [0.818, 0.834]

Table 9: Multi-news extractive (Top) and higher-level aggregation (Bottom) instances

Aggregation Candidate Summary [Agg-LM, Agg-ROUGE]
Example 1:
(1) source sent: If you don’t have a water bottle or hot compress pad, you can
pour warm water (104-108 degrees Fahrenheit) into a basin and immerse the
injured area in the water for 30-45 minutes.It’s normal to feel severe pain as
the tissue begins to warm up, so do not be alarmed about this.

Pour warm water into a basin. [0.323, 0.306]

Example 2:
(1) Disney Parks park maps aren’t just written in English and Spanish.
(2) ,
(3) Parade routes differ between the different parks.
(4) The parade route will be marked on the map by some type of dotted or
broken line.

Visit the Disney Park that the parade will be
shown in. [0.818, 0.856]

Table 10: WikiHow extractive (Top) and higher-level aggregation (Bottom) instances

Source:
British jihadis have posted pictures of junk food and drinks such as Burger King, Pringles and mojitos which they have had
carried across the Turkish border into Syria. [...] It’s not the first time ISIS fighters have been caught with fast food sneaked
across the border. Last month a delighted fighter known only as Ghareeb posted a picture of a McDonalds bag on his social
media page.
Reference summary:
ISIS fighters have posted pictures on social media of Western junk food .
Pegasus generated:
ISIS fighters have been posting pictures of food and drinks smuggled in .
Improve-abs generated: british jihadis have posted pictures of junk food and mojitos .

Table 11: Example of summary sentences aggregating information from three source sentences in CNN/DM dataset.
Human editor aggregates British jihadis and a delighted fighter know as Ghareeb as ISIS fighters, and aggregates
junk food such as Burger King, Pringles and McDonalds as Western junk food.
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